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The basi problem of disrete tomography is to reonstrut �nite point sets that are

aessible only through some of their disrete X-rays. Questions of disrete tomography

are relevant in image proessing, data ompression, and data seurity; the dominating mo-

tivation for the onferene, however, was the need for pratial reonstrution tehniques,

partiularly in material sienes.

The onferene was organized by Rihard Gardner (Western Washington University,

Bellingham) and Peter Gritzmann (Tehnishe Universit�at M�unhen). It brought together

41 sientists from mathematis, omputer siene, physis, material siene, hemistry, bi-

ology, and radiology. There were 28 talks foussing on mathematial models and algorithms

{ both from a theoretial and a pratial point of view { and on various kinds of real world

hallenges. Additionally, there was an informal disussion (moderated by the organizers)

on the interfae between the mathematial ore problems in disrete tomography and the

various appliations presented.
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Abstrats

Disrete tomography: Designs, odes, and quantum physis

Thomas Beth

We survey the following examples and appliations of disrete tomography:

- SNR-improved measurements by weighing designs

- Radon transforms based on aÆne planes AG(2,p)

- Wigner transforms in digital optis

- Phase spae tomography for spinning tops

- Disrete Wigner transforms

As a reent researh result we desribe an appliation of inverse disrete tomography in the

area of quantum state stabilization by error-orreting quantum odes. The onstrution

of the error-free-subspae deomposition is presented as an example of the inverse slie

theorem of tomography.

Reonstruting onvex lattie sets

Sara Brunetti

A onvex lattie set F in the integer lattie is a �nite subset of Z

2

that is equal to the

intersetion of its onvex hull with Z

2

. A lattie diretion is a vetor v 2 Z

2

nf0g and the 1-

dimensional X-ray of F parallel to v provides line sums giving the number of elements of F

on eah line parallel to v. The fous of this talk is on the problem proposed by Gritzmann

in 1997 who asked whether given funtions f

1

; : : : ; f

m

enode the X-rays of some onvex

lattie set in Z

2

. We propose a polynomial time algorithm solving the problem for X-rays

taken in seven mutually non parallel lattie diretions or in four suitable diretions. This

algorithm exploits a result of Alain Daurat establishing uniqueness for a sublass of that

of onvex lattie sets.

Radiography and tomography with fast neutrons at the FRM-II

Thomas B

�

uherl

At the Tehnial University of Munih (TUM) a new researh reator is under onstru-

tion. For its instrumentation a tomography system using fast neutrons for the examination

of dense and large volume objets is atually set-up. The status of this projet, some ex-

amples measured at the old researh reator FRM and the related mathematial problems

(hallenges) are reported.

Remarks on multidimensional assignment problems

Rainer E. Burkard

We survey results on the lassial assignment polytope, the axial 3-index assignment

polytope and the planar 3-index assignment polytope. For reonstruting �xed, but

unknown, feasible solutions it might be useful to introdue probabilities p

ij

and p

ijk

for the events x

ij

= 1 and x

ijk

= 1, respetively. Maximizing the produt of proba-

bilities of feasible solutions is equivalent to minimizing the sums

P

n

i=1

P

n

j=1



ij

x

ij

and
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ijk

x

ijk

subjet to the given onstraints, where 

ij

= � log p

ij

and 

ijk

=

� log p

ijk

. Some methods for assigning suh probabilities are outlined. This leads to the

lassial linear assignment problem (whih may also be used for alignments) and to 3-index

assignment problems.

Solution methods for 3-index assignment problems are skethed whih resemble the Hun-

garian method for the lassial assignment problem. Moreover, a Lagrangean relaxation

method for the axial 3-index assignment problem is explained. Further omments onern

ases when 3-index problems are polynomially solvable. In partiular the role of (permuted)

Monge arrays is stressed.

Determination of Q-onvex sets by X-rays

Alain Daurat

Q-onvexity is a new notion of onvexity whih depends on a set of diretions. It is

linked with the onvexities whih have been studied in disrete tomography: every HV-

onvex polyomino is Q-onvex along the diretions H and V and every (usually) onvex set

is Q-onvex for any set of diretions. In this talk we prove that the result of Gardner and

Gritzmann about uniqueness of the totally onvex sets whih have presribed projetions

along some sets of diretions an be extended to Q-onvex sets.

Reonstruting domino tilings under tomographi onstraints

Christoph D

�

urr

(joint work with E.Goles, I.Rapaport, E.R�emila, and M.Chrobak, G.Woeginger)

Fix a set of olored tiles. Given an integer n and two vetors r and  we want to onstrut

a partial tiling of the �nite grid [n℄� [n℄ suh that its horizontal and vertial projetions are

respetively r and . This reonstrution problem an be NP-omplete or have polynomial

omplexity depending on the �xed set of tiles. In this talk we will list di�erent sets and

the assoiated omplexity. Then we desribe how a general onstrution an be applied to

prove NP-hardness for most reonstrution problems.

Appliation of the Radon transform in image analysis

Ulrih Ekhardt

In doument proessing one deals with binary digital images or subsets of the digital

plane Z

2

. Any set in Z

2

an be represented by its boundary, and a losed urve in the

plane an be represented as a set of tangent lines thus yielding a urve in the domain

S

1

� [0;1) of the Radon transform. This mapping is investigated. It turns out that in

this interpretation the Radon transform has surprising properties. Spei�ally, it an be

shown that under ertain onditions the baktransformation is a ontinuous mapping.

In 1929 Heinrih Tietze published a paper on loal haraterization of onvex sets. For

image proessing appliations a disrete version of Tietze's Theorem is desired. It is shown,

however, that in general a loal haraterization of onvex digital sets annot be found.

Some onsequenes of this negative result are presented and its relation to the Radon

transform is given.
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Complexity of the 3-dimensional reonstrution of a lattie set from its

one-dimensional X-rays parallel to the axis

Yan Gerard

It is known sine 1957 (Ryser-Gale) that a matrix of 0 and 1 with given numbers of 1 in

eah row and olumn an be omputed in polynomial time. This 2-dimensional problem

an be extended in 3D by onsidering subsets of f1; : : : ; mg � f1; : : : ; ng� f1; : : : ; lg and

their number of elements in eah line parallel to the axis. This 3D generalization is known

to be NP-omplete sine 1994 (Irving-Jerrum), and we are interested in what happens

when the size l is a small integer:

When l � 4, the NP-ompleteness of the problem is a orollary of the NP-ompleteness

of the 4-olors-problem (Chrobak-D�urr, 1998).

When l = 3, we prove that the problem is still NP-omplete with an original redution

of the 3D-mathing problem.

When l = 2, the problem an be redued to a maximum ow problem with the onse-

quene that it is polynomial; and, last, when l = 1, it is trivial.

Tomographi reonstrution algorithms { implemented and used at the

Bundesanstalt f�ur Materialforshung und -pr�ufung (BAM)

J

�

urgen Goebbels

Using omplete data sets for the 2D ase �ltered bakprojetion, iterative tehniques

(modi�ed ART) and the Region-of-Interest method (ROI) are implemented and demon-

strated for some examples. For the 3D or one beam geometry up to now only the Feldkamp

Algorithm was applied. With the newest apparatus, developed at BAM, a spatial reso-

lution of 2 �m ould be reahed, shown on porous materials like Al-foam and erami

membranes. In the ase of an inomplete data set the Maximum Entropy Method is used

together with a priori knowledge and restritions to the defet spae. The method devel-

oped for proess tomography is based on the image representation as a stohasti dynami

system together with a Kalman �lter theory approah in the state spae.

Radon transforms over �nite �elds

Eri Grinberg

We replae R

n

by a vetor spae over a �nite �eld, de�ne a natural analog of the Radon

transform and onsider the main problems of tomographi integral geometry: injetivity,

range haraterization and admissibility. There are many results and many open problems

in eah ategory. The disrete results have found ontinuous appliations and onversely.

Some results are analogous to the ontinuous variant while others di�er. The proofs some-

times involve ounting arguments and sometimes not; in the latter ase a modi�ation of

the ontinuous proof may yield its �nite ounterpart.
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Nonlinear tehniques in ombinatorial optimization

Martin Gr

�

otshel

This presentation gives a survey on the theoretial approahes and algorithmi teh-

niques used today in ombinatorial optimization. It skethes speial purpose methods

(suh as shortest path, min-ost ow algorithms, et.) and linear programming tehniques

(utting planes, branh-and-ut, : : : ). The fous, however, is on nonlinear programming

theory and algorithms and their utilization in ombinatorial optimization. The onnetion

between submodularity and onvexity will be outlined as well as the use of duality results.

Lagrangian relaxation of integer programs and the (natural) exploitation of subgradient

algorithms will be explained as well as more reent relaxation tehniques suh as semidef-

inite programming. The main aim of this talk is to make the non-mathematiians in the

audiene aware of the mathematial modeling tehniques available today and of existing

onnetions between the various �elds of optimization.

Eletron tomography in strutural biology: Conditions, appliations,

problems. Part 2: Data evaluation

Reiner Hegerl

Mainly four tasks arise from the data evaluation in eletron tomography of biologial

objets. (i) Projetion alignment means that the images have to be shifted and rotated

suh that they refer to a ommon oordinate system. (ii) The 3D reonstrution is usu-

ally performed by weighted bakprojetion. Problems arise from inomplete data (large

angular inrement, limited tilt range), image data resulting from di�erent ontrast meha-

nisms (phase ontrast approximation distorted by multiple sattering, inelasti sattering,

absorption ontrast, et.), and noise. (iii) The visualisation of large volumes ontaining

omplex strutures, e.g. ell organelles, requires signal enhanement and image segmenta-

tion. Noise an be removed by non-linear anisotropi di�usion, a method that preserves

strutural features muh better than onventional �lter tehniques like low-pass �ltration

or the median �lter. When the struture of maromoleules is investigated, one prefers to

ombine the 3D reonstrutions of many individual moleules of the same type by aver-

aging { after appropriate alignment { in order to obtain a signi�ant model. (iv) Finally

the quality of the reonstrution has to be heked. Given the size of the reonstrution

volume and the number and diretions of projetions, theoretial limits for the attainable

resolution an be estimated, e.g. by alulating a 3D point spread funtion. In the ase

of maromoleules, the resolution an be assessed on the basis of statistis, e.g. by the

Fourier shell orrelation funtion.

Disrete tomography with absorption

Attila Kuba

A family of new kind of disrete tomography problems, alled Emission Disrete Tomog-

raphy (EDT), is introdued: the reonstrution of disrete sets from their absorbed proje-

tions (line sums). The absorbed line sum of the disrete set F along line l is

P

F\P

e

���x(P )

,

where x(P ) denotes the distane of the point P from the detetor. A 2D uniqueness prob-

lem for disrete sets (or equivalently, for binary matries) is disussed, and a neessary and

suÆient ondition is given for binary matries being uniquely determined with respet to

the absorbed row and olumn sums when the absorption oeÆient is � = log((1+

p

5)=2).
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It is shown how non-unique binary matries an be generated from elementary swithing

patterns. Also a polynomial time omplexity algorithm is given to reonstrut hv-onvex

disrete sets from their absorbed row and olumn sums.

Priniples of reonstrution algorithms

Alfred K. Louis

The aim of the presentation is to show some important steps in the derivation of re-

onstrution algorithms in (ontinuous) tomography. Starting from the parallel geometry,

whih is used also in disrete tomography, we ompute the adjoint operator and derive

onsisteny onditions and an inversion formula. For developing algorithms we start from

the approximate inverse where we ompute instead of f a smoothed version of f , alled

f



(x) = hf; e



(x; �)i.

The auxiliary problem A

�

 



(x) = e



(x; �) is solved leading to S



g(x) = (g;  



(x)), the

so-alled approximate inverse with reonstrution kernel  



. Fast methods depend on the

exploitation of invariants of the operator. If we use all the invariants of the Radon trans-

form we end up with methods of �ltered bakprojetion type. As example we sketh the

derivation of inversion formulae for 3D X-ray CT.

On the omputational omplexity of determining three-dimensional lattie

sets from their two-dimensional X-rays

Alberto del Lungo

A generalization of a lassial disrete tomography problem is onsidered: reonstrut

three-dimensional lattie sets from their two-dimensional X-rays parallel to three oordi-

nate planes. This is an open problem raised by Gardner and Gritzman in the book [1℄.

The aim of the talk is to prove that this generalization is NP-hard. From our redution it

follows that the problem is NP-hard even in the speial ase where the three-dimensional

lattie subsets are 6-onneted and onvex along the lines parallel to the three axes. We

point out that these sets are the natural three-dimensional generalization of horizontally

and vertially onvex polyominoes.

[1℄ R.J. Gardner and P. Gritzmann, Uniqueness and Complexity in Disrete Tomog-

raphy, in Disrete Tomography: Foundations, Algorithms and Appliations, editors

G.T. Herman and A. Kuba, Birkh�auser, Boston, MA, USA, (1999) 85-113.

Analysis of eletron mirosopial image ontrasts: Trial and error versus

inverse problems

Wolfgang Neumann, Kurt Sheershmidt

High-resolution transmission eletron mirosopy is a reliable tehnique providing infor-

mation about the three-dimensional bulk struture projeted along the diretion of eletron

inidene at atomi resolution. However, a diret analysis of suh eletron mirographs is

only possible for very thin and weakly sattering speimens, where a diret relation be-

tween the projeted struture and speimen exist. The omputer simulation of images

is therefore the ommon tehnique for the interpretation of experimental high-resolution

images. The images are alulated on the basis of an assumed struture model for a vari-

ety of operating onditions as well as struture parameters. The trial-and-error mathing
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tehnique is the indiret solution to the diret sattering problem applied to analyse the

nature of the objet under investigation. Alternatively, inverse problems as diret solu-

tions of eletron sattering equations an be dedued using either an invertible linearized

Eigenvalue system or a disretized form of di�ration equations. This analysis is based on

the knowledge of the omplex eletron wave at the exit plane of an objet reonstruted for

the surrounding of single reetions by eletron holography or other wave reonstrution

tehniques. In priniple, it enables diretly the retrieval of the loal thikness and orien-

tation of a sample as well as the re�nement of potential oeÆients or the determination

of the atomi displaements, aused by a rystal defet, relative to the atom positions of

the perfet lattie. Considering espeially the sample orientation as perturbation the solu-

tion is given by a generalized and regularized Moore-Penrose inverse, where the resulting

numerial algorithms imply ill-posed inverse problems.

On quasiregular bidimensional sequenes

Maurie Nivat

(joint work with Laurent Vuillon)

A bidimensional or 2D sequene U : Z

2

! f0; 1g is

- regular i� it is invariant by two non ollinear translations ~u and ~v;

- quasi regular i� it is invariant by one translation ~u.

The m�n omplexity of a 2D sequene U is the number of di�erent m�n submatries of

U .

We attempt to prove the following onjeture.

Conjeture. If for some m, n the m� n omplexity of a 2D sequene U is � mn then it is

quasi regular.

In ertain ases this result an be derived from the theorem of D. Beauquier and M. Nivat

stating that if one an tile the plane by translations of a single �nite piee P then there

exists a regular tiling of the plane by translations of P and all tilings of P by translations

of P are quasi regular.

Up to now the onjeture has been proved by Sander and Tijdeman for m = 2 and

Epifanio, Koskas and Mignosi if the m � n omplexity is � �mn where � is a oeÆient

unfortunately low (� 1=100 !).

We look at low retangular omplexity 2D sequenes: quasi regular ones one obtained

as perturbations of regular sequenes, in whih one breaks one of the 2 translations leaving

it invariant. If one breaks the 2 translations then ertainly the number of m� n matries

grows muh above mn.

Consisteny onditions on phase unwrapping in MRI

Sarah Path

Ideal magneti resonane imaging (MRI) systems have uniform bakground �eld, i.e.,

jB

o

j � onst. To minimize rjB

o

(x)j aross the imaging volume, we use phase di�erene

images, �(x) 2 R

2

whih we an only measure mod 2�.

�

meas

= Im(log(e

i�

true

)) 2 S

1

and �

true

jB

o

j 2 R

1
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The goal is to reover rjB

o

j whih is traditionally assumed smooth and slowly varying,

i.e. j�

m;n

� �

m;n+1

j ; j�

m;n

� �

m+1;n

j < �. Noisy or undersampled images sometimes are

inonsistent, muh like this toy example, whih annot be unwrapped.

2

6
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arrows denote large jumps

In this talk we pose the problem of �nding an eÆient way to detet inonsistent data, so

that it may be thrown out before �tting � to estimate rjB

o

j.

Current problems in neutron omputed tomography { the physial di�erenes

to the X-ray ase

Burkhard Shillinger

In the past few years, Neutron Computed Tomography (N-CT) has been developed as an

industrial tool in Germany and Switzerland. The neutron interation with matter is nearly

omplementary to X-rays: Neutrons penetrate most metals easily but are very sensitive to

hydrogen and many other light-weight elements. They are an ideal tool to examine thik

metal samples and omposite metal-plasti samples suh as turbine blades or mahine parts

with sealants and adhesives.

However, N-CT is urrently done with simple bakprojetion algorithms for X-rays that

take into aount neither the di�erent energy dependene of the neutron interation nor

the di�erent beam geometry of neutron beams. It is not possible to build a neutron point

soure, all beams are more or less an approximation to parallel beam geometry done by

a diaphragm and long onseutive ight tube. If a neutron guide is used, its exit ats

like a divergent area soure. Spatial resolution is further limited by the sintillator spot

size generated by the nulear reation produts of the detetion reation. For low-energy

neutrons, the absorption reation is inversely proportional to the square root of the neutron

energy, but often sattering is the dominant attenuation proess, with a large drop below

the energy of the Bragg uto�. Multiple sattering within the sample generates further

deviations from the assumption of exponential attenuation.

In spite of these problems, the results are still amazing, and there is for example a

huge interest for examination of turbine blades. Large turbine blades are manufatured

as monorystals and ost up to 20,000 Euro for a single blade. X-rays fail ompletely,

neutrons an penetrate these blades in the transverse diretion but fail in the longitudinal

diretion of the half-moon shape of the blades, as the attenuation is too high. These

missing projetions make a simple bakprojetion impossible, but disrete tomography

with redued angular range might help to solve the problem.
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Atomi struture of disloation ores and of the amorphous phase of silion

and germanium: Promising problems for disrete tomography?

Wolfgang Shr

�

oter

Due to the biatomi basis of the diamond lattie, disloations in silion and germanium

an exist in two sets with di�erent ore strutures and properties. Until today an experi-

mental methods to di�erentiate between the two sets is missing, so that the fundamentally

and tehnologially important question, whih of the two sets is realized in Si and Ge,

is still open. For the appliation of disrete tomography, the fat, that disloations are

topologial defets and disturb translation symmetry, might be relevant.

Amorphous silion and germanium have limited strutural similarities to rystals, whih

lead to short-range and medium-range order with a range of about 1.5nm. However, vari-

ous strutural models have been laimed to be ompatible with these harateristis. Also

high resolution transmission eletron mirosopy (HRTEM) has been used to takle the

amorphous struture of Si and Ge. While HRTEM in ombination with optial di�ra-

trograms gives good evidene for a submirorystallite, i.e. invisible by X-ray di�ration,

struture, a reently developed method of variable ohereny TEM supports a ontinuous

random network model.

Appliation of disrete tomography to eletron mirosopy of rystals

Peter Shwander

In HRTEM (High-Resolution Transmission Eletron Mirosopy) an appliation of dis-

rete tomography arises as follows: a parallel beam of eletrons is direted at a small piee

of a 3D rystal. After passage through the rystal and a high magni�ation lens system,

the eletrons form a 2D image. The mirosope resolution is suÆient so that individual

atom-olumns an be resolved, at least for some diretions. A tehnique, named QUAN-

TITEM, dedues a signal from the image that is diretly proportional to the number of

atoms ontained in eah atom-olumn. Thus, line sums, eah orresponding to the number

of atoms ontained in a single atom-olumn, an be obtained from the image. For physis

and materials siene it is of great interest to reonstrut rystals onsisting of about 10

6

atoms from the measured line sums. This reonstrution problem of disrete tomography

brings up mathematial issues of pratial relevane, suh as uniqueness, omputational

omplexity and algorithms. The problem is �nite but NP-omplete when more than two

projetion diretions are used. Pratial onstraints of the measurement tehnique, suh

as number and type of projetion diretions, experimental noise and inomplete data due

to limited �eld of view, must also be taken into aount. This presentation attempts to

outline the hallenges of applying disrete tomography to HRTEM, and, last but not least,

stimulate the ommuniation between mathematiians and physiists.

Visualization issues in disrete tomography

Thorsten Theobald

Disrete tomography deals with the reonstrution of rystalline strutures from a small

number of X-rays. One partiular task within the reonstrution proess is to visualize the

three-dimensional rystal.

In this talk, we investigate the visibility problems that naturally arise when representing

the rystal by a set of balls. Algorithmi solutions to these problems require to solve some
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fundamental geometri problems, suh as: Under whih onditions do four unit balls in R

3

have only �nitely many ommon tangents? What is the maximum number of tangents in

the �nite ase?

By ombining tehniques from lassial and algebrai geometry we show: if the four en-

ters are not ollinear then �niteness is guaranteed, and the maximum number of ommon

tangents is 12. Based on these results we dedue algorithms for the visibility problem.

Algebrai aspets of disrete tomography

Robert Tijdeman

(joint work with Lajos Hajdu (Debreen, Hungary))

By applying algebrai methods the following beomes lear. The set of all integer so-

lutions with presribed line sums form a grid on a linear manifold. The grid is generated

by a �nite set of swithing elements whih an easily be desribed in terms of the hosen

diretions. The 0-1-solutions among the grid elements are the shortest vetors in the grid.

The problem is therefore to determine a shortest integer vetor among the grid elements.

This insight is used in an algorithm. In the numerial experiments with this algorithm,

whih go up to 20 by 20 for random matries and to 30 by 30 for examples with lustered

1's, up to now only 0-1-matries with the right line sums have been obtained.

Eletron tomography in strutural biology: Conditions, appliations,

problems. Part 1: Data aquisition

Dieter Typke

Eletron tomography is one method among others (e.g. serial setion tehniques, eletron

rystallography), however, the most general one, to obtain three-dimensional information of

biologial objets with the transmission eletron mirosope (TEM). An TEM bright-�eld

image of a not too thik biologial speimen may be onsidered as a parallel projetion (of

the eletri potential) along the diretion of the primary beam. A set of images, reorded

at an appropriate set of projetion diretions (by tilting the objet), thus delivers the in-

formation for 3D reonstruting the objet under study. Severe restritions for biologial

tomography are due to the high radiation sensitivity and the low ontrast of ie-embedded

samples; both together lead to a very low signal-to-noise ratio in tomographi reonstru-

tions. With the advent of miroproessor-ontrolled TEMs, sienti�-grade large-area CCD

ameras and suÆiently fast desk-top omputers in the late eighties, it was possible to au-

tomate tomographi data aquisition. To keep the area of interest in the �eld of view

of the CCD amera and in the desired defous (slight underfous) one has to orret for

lateral and longitudinal displaements that our upon tilting, due to the limited auray

of the goniometer. Due to the automation it beame feasible to reord tomographi data

sets (tilt series) at liquid nitrogen temperature of speimens embedded in vitreous ie. In

strutural biology, eletron tomography is applied to maromoleular as well as to the el-

lular speimens. The determination of maromoleular strutures requires averaging over

102 to 104 partile 3D images. The resolution that an be obtained is in the range of 2 to 4

nm. For investigating ie-embedded supramoleular assemblies, suh as whole prokaryoti

ells or organelles of eukaryoti ells (of a thikness of several 100 nm up to a. 1 mm), we

now use an intermediate voltage (300 kV) mirosope, equipped with an imaging energy

�lter, whih is used in the zero-loss mode, to get rid of the high bakground of inelastially
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sattered eletrons. A main goal of investigating whole ells is to identify single maro-

moleular omplexes in their ellular ontext and to possibly get lues on their funtion in

the ell.

Additive sets, sets of uniqueness, minimal matries and plane partitions

Ernesto Vallejo

In this talk we introdue the notion of a minimal matrix and explain how it is used to

give an algebrai haraterization of sets of uniqueness, namely �nite sets in Z

3

whih are

uniquely determined by its slie vetors (also alled plane sum vetors). This harateri-

zation uses matries with non-negative integer oeÆients and presribed row and olumn

sum vetors. We also give, using this algebrai language, a new haraterization of additive

sets. From this we an show that the notions of additivity and of being a set of uniqueness

oinide for sets ontained in a box of size 2� q � r, for any positive numbers q, r.

Multi-index problems

Milan Vlah

The multi-index transportation problems of linear programming introdued by Motzkin

almost �ve deades ago are natural extensions of the standard transportation problem.

They onsist of minimizing a linear or aÆne funtion of multiple subsripted variables

over a polytope given by the nonnegativity onstraints on all variables and the equality

onstraints involving ombinations of di�erent kinds of sums of variables.

Qualitative di�erenes between various types of multi-index problems are demonstrated

by distinguishing properties of the basi symmetri ases of the three-index problem. Open

problems and appliations are disussed.

LP-guided approximation algorithms

Sven de Vries

We study the problem of approximating binary images that are only aessible through

few evaluations of their disrete X-ray transform, i.e., through their projetions ounted

with multipliity along some lines. This inverse disrete problem belongs to a lass of

generalized set partitioning problems and allows a natural paking relaxation. For this

(NP-hard) optimization problems we present various approximation algorithms that are

based on greedy-rounding of an LP-solution. We provide theoretial bounds for their

performane and report on new omputational results. In partiular, the orresponding

integer programs are solved with only small absolute error for instanes up to 250000 binary

variables.
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Impulses from the theory of inverse problems to disrete tomography

Gerhard-Wilhelm Weber

This talk bases on problems from nonlinear optimization and ontrol, motivated by

siene and engineering, on their algorithmi treatments by using disrete mathematial

methods, and on various appliations. Under the perspetive of disrete tomography, the

talk is devoted to the aspet of inverse problems.

We begin by paying attention to the wide lass of generalized semi-in�nite optimiza-

tion problems. For suh a problem we state stability properties whih arefully utilize the

Theorem of Impliit Funtions. In this ontext, some ombinatoris reets topologial

behaviour. Herewith, we prepare the development of solution algorithms, e.g., by dis-

retization or loal linearization, and by taking aount of intrinsi polyhedral strutures.

Being aware of the problem's hardness, tehniques from reverse engineering randomization

and disrete tomography should be utilized.

Then we turn to optimal ontrol of ordinary di�erential equations, haraterizing global

stability again, and to time-minimal ontrol of heating, presenting numerial results based

on our semi-in�nite problems.

We onlude by further interrelations between ontinuous and disrete theory, and by

three reent investigations in the �eld of disrete tomography. There is the utilization of

wavelets for deteting roughness, and the interpretation and measurement of the atoms

distribution by linear odes and optimal experimental designs.

Edited by A. Alpers, T. Theobald, S. de Vries
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